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With new introduction!In May 2015, "In Flanders Fields," one of the most popular poems ever

written on the subject of war, marked 100 years since it was written. This special edition celebrates

that emotional anniversary.John McCrae&#39;s poem has been recited by many generations who

have embraced and continue to cherish its underlying message of respect for the fallen, longing for

peace and its call to action.In this award-winning book, the lines of the celebrated poem are

interwoven with fascinating information about the First World War (1914-1918) and details of daily

life in the trenches in Europe. Also included are accounts of McCrae&#39;s experience in his field

hospital and the circumstances that led to the writing of "In Flanders Fields."New introduction by

noted historian Dr. Tim Cook of the Canadian War Museum.Vibrant new painting by Janet Wilson

on the cover.Original text, maps, and evocative paintings of the acclaimed, now classic, 1995

edition. An invaluable reference for classroom studies of war and remembrance.A lasting gift for

history buffs, veterans, and families determined never to forget the sacrifices of war.
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Reason for Reading: Read aloud to the 10yo as part of our history curriculum.This is a book I've

read several times. I've read the entire book to myself and aloud to each of my children plus I've

read the poem from the book numerous times. This is not really a book about World War 1, or the

Great War as it lets children know it was once called. Plenty of information about the war is imparted



but that is through the telling of the story of Lt. Col. John McCrae, Canadian soldier and poet, how

he came to write the poem "In Flanders Fields" and the impact that poem had on the people at the

time as well as its lasting effect.Textually, the book starts with a copy of the poem written in

McCrae's own hand. Then there is a very brief set up for WWI, and a brief background on John

McCrae before he was in Flanders. It then goes on to describe in detail the conditions of war at

Flanders and McCrae is quoted from his own letters. We are given the story, well the two variations,

of how and why John wrote the poem and the public's immediate overwhelming response to its

heartfelt message. Then how the imagery of poppies became incorporated into war posters,

advertisements for Victory Bonds and quotes from "In Flanders Fields" were used as taglines to

inspire people. We get a good look at McCrae's war life as a surgeon and how he lived out his life,

eventually dying on the front lines of pneumonia. But the message of the poppy didn't end with Lt.

Col. John McCrae's death nor the end of WWI, it became a symbol of remembrance of those who

have fallen in wars to fight for our freedom and the custom of wearing a poppy, which started during

McCrae's life, is still followed today in many countries throughout the world as they honour a

national day of Remembrance on November 11th.
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